Auckland Film Society
Welcome

AUCKLAND FILM SOCIETY 2020
taking you further into film
Welcome to Auckland Film Society’s 2020 season
of classic and contemporary cinema from around
the world and on our own doorstep.
Celebrate cinema with us!
• Exciting cinema that pushes the boundaries
• S ee films you may never have heard of
– you’ll be surprised how much you enjoy them
• Weekly screenings give you time to reflect
• Guest speakers and Q&A with filmmakers
• E xceptional value – a full membership
subscription works out at $6 a film – even less
with discounted membership
• N
 ew this year! Public ticket sales @ $10
available for selected titles, marked *
• G
 reat discounts at local cinemas, Show Me Shorts
Film Festival and the NZ INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL 23 July – 09 August 2020

We gratefully acknowledge the generous assistance of Foundation North, the Goethe-Institut,
the Institut Français and the Embassy of France, and the Confucius Institute, Victoria University
of Wellington. Programming by Michael McDonnell, New Zealand Federation of Film Societies,
nzfilmsociety.org.nz. Brochure published by Auckland Film Society Inc, PO Box 5618, Wellesley St,
Auckland 1141. Note: some censorship ratings tbc
Website: nzfilmsociety.org.nz/auckland
Twitter: @aklfilmsoc

Contact answerphone: 021 0235 5628
Facebook: /aklfilmsoc
Instagram: aklfilmsoc

THROUGH THE OLIVE TREES

ABBAS KIAROSTAMI

1940 – 2016

From one of the most original and influential directors
in the history of cinema, three sublime features – barely
removed from real life – all set in or around the village of
Koker in northern Iran
WHERE IS THE FRIEND’S
HOUSE?*
Khaneh-je doost kojast?

Abbas Kiarostami | Iran | 1987 | BR | tbc
A young boy must return a notebook to a classmate,
but does not know where his friend lives. Kiarostami’s
breakthrough film turns this simple premise into “a
miraculous child’s-eye adventure of the everyday.”
– IFC Center

AND LIFE GOES ON…*
Zendegi va digar hich

Abbas Kiarostami | Iran | 1992 | BR | PG
In the aftermath of a devastating earthquake, a
filmmaker and his son return to a remote village.
“A stunningly lyrical and eloquent exploration
of both rural village life and the nature of artistic
responsibility.” – NY Times

THROUGH THE OLIVE
TREES*
Zir-e darakhtan-e
zeyton

Abbas Kiarostami | Iran | 1994 | BR | G
This multi-layered film-about-filmmaking explores
the drama behind the scenes. “It’s a witty, poignant,
illuminating film about cinema’s potential as a
unifying force… Sheer brilliance.” – Time Out

OPENING NIGHT
A fearless shape-shifter and a performer of passionate
feeling – Tilda Swinton in one of her most iconic roles
ORLANDO

Sally Potter | UK | 1992 | BR | PG sexual references
Tilda Swinton strides through four centuries of
history, switching genders as she goes, in Sally
Potter’s gorgeous, playful subversion of British
Heritage cinema. With Billy Zane, and Quentin Crisp
as Elizabeth I.

the florida project

SPACES AND PLACES
Exploring the effects of the world around us, with a
focus on built environments
COLUMBUS

Kogonada | USA | 2017 | BR | M offensive language & drug
references

In this charming debut a young librarian and an
out-of-town visitor bond in Columbus, Indiana, via
conversations about life, relationships and the city’s
exceptional modern architecture.
THE FLORIDA PROJECT

Sean Baker | USA | 2017 | BR | R13 violence, offensive language,
drug use & sexual references

A visionary take on the wild ups and dangerous
downs of life in America’s underbelly from Tangerine
director Sean Baker, featuring an Oscar-nominated
turn from Willem Dafoe. “Vibrant and brimming with
vitality.” – Empire
NEIGHBOURING
SOUNDS
O som ao redor

Kleber Mendoça Filho | Brazil | 2012 | BR | M sex scenes,

EXHIBITION

Joanna Hogg | UK | 2013 | BR | M sex scenes & offensive language
A handsome modernist London townhouse has
the power and presence of a third character in this
dramatic portrait of its owners, an artist couple on
the brink of change. “Challenging, sensual, brilliant
filmmaking.” – Guardian

offensive language & drug use

This drama set on a prosperous street near a
poor neighbourhood in coastal Brazil makes for
compulsive viewing. “The mastery of pacing, theme
and stylistic eccentricity throughout… is so assured
as to be breathtaking.” – Film Comment

THE GARDEN

GERMAN CINEMA
Festival selections from notable directors working in
Germany today
IN THE AISLES
In den Gängen

Thomas Stuber | Germany | 2018 | BR | M violence
Franz Rogowski and Sandra Hüller head a superb
cast in this tender, lyrical film about friendship and
romance on the night shift in a wholesale market.
“A poignant and richly sympathetic film”– Guardian

3 DAYS IN QUIBERON
3 Tage in Quiberon

Emily Atef | Germany/Austria/France | 2018 | BR
PG coarse language

In 1981 troubled actress and cult favourite Romy
Schneider gave her final interview at a French resort.
“Marie Bäumer is uncanny in this black-and-white
homage to the Austrian-born movie star.” – Guardian
THE GARDEN
Sommerhäuser

Sonja Maria Kröner | Germany | 2017 | BR | tbc
Writer-director Sonja Maria Kröner’s debut feature
unfolds at an extended family gathering. “Family
dynamics disintegrate during an expertly evoked,
sunny but foreboding 1970s summer.”– Variety

INBETWEEN WORLDS
Zwischen Welten

Feo Aladag | Germany | 2014 | BR | tbc
Shot on location in Afghanistan, this muscular and
scrupulously balanced war film finds common
ground amongst the divisions of war. “A sensitive
corrective to more partisan war dramas” – Variety
German Cinema screens in co-operation with the Goethe Institut

Auckland Film Society
2020 SCHEDULE
Academy Cinemas 44 Lorne St, Auckland Central
Mondays at 6:30 pm (Tuesdays after public holidays)
March – November Screenings marked * are open to the public, tickets $10

02 Mar 6:30pm SULLIVAN’S TRAVELS

AFS Fundraiser
Special extra screening, open to the public – all tickets $20

09 Mar 6:30pm ORLANDO

Opening Night

16 Mar 6:30pm THE INSULT*
23 Mar 6:30pm THE MISEDUCATION OF CAMERON POST
30 Mar 6:30pm IXCANUL VOLCANO*
06 Apr 6:30pm COLUMBUS
14 Apr 6:30pm WHERE IS THE FRIEND’S HOUSE?*

Tuesday

20 Apr 6:30pm AND LIFE GOES ON…*
28 Apr 6:30pm THROUGH THE OLIVE TREES*
		 AFS AGM follows

Tuesday

04 May 6:30pm THE FLORIDA PROJECT
11 May 6:30pm MODEL SHOP
18 May 6:00pm IN THE AISLES
25 May 6:00pm NEIGHBOURING SOUNDS
02 Jun 6:30pm THE SEDUCTION OF MIMI

Tuesday

08 Jun 6:30pm MERATA: HOW MUM DECOLONISED THE SCREEN*
15 Jun 6:30pm EXHIBITION
22 Jun 6.30pm GOD’S OWN COUNTRY*
29 Jun 6:30pm I AM NOT A WITCH*
06 Jul

6:00pm CAPHARNAÜM*

13 Jul

6.30pm FOR MY FATHER’S KINGDOM*

23 Jul - 09 Aug

NZ INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

17 Aug 6:30pm BOB LE FLAMBEUR
24 Aug 6:00pm ARMY OF SHADOWS
31 Aug 6:30pm YOUNG SOLITUDE
07 Sep 6.00pm LÉON MORIN PRIEST
14 Sep 6:00pm UP THE MOUNTAIN
21 Sep 6:30pm THE GARDEN
28 Sep 6:30pm THE STATE AGAINST MANDELA AND THE OTHERS
05 Oct 6:30pm 3 DAYS IN QUIBERON
12 Oct 6:30pm A POLAR YEAR
19 Oct 6:30pm INBETWEEN WORLDS
27 Oct 6:30pm DAUGHTERS OF THE DUST
02 Nov 6:30pm THE BIG SLEEP

Closing Night Tuesday

AFS Fundraiser
Special extra screening, open to the public – all tickets $20

432 MT EDEN RD
09 630 3331

9am - 9pm
7 DAYS
MT EDEN                    

AUCKLAND

An award winning, independent bookstore
with an independent spirit since 1988
WWW.TIMEOUT.CO.NZ

THE SURREY HOTEL
465 Great North Road
Grey Lynn, Auckland
Phone  64 9 378 9059
Fax  64 9 378 1464
reservations@thesurreyhotel.co.nz
www.thesurreyhotel.co.nz

Phone 630 2030   Fax 630 6287
www.metropolitan.co.nz   
email: info@metropolitan.co.nz

New Zealand’s leading short film festival presents
collections of top short films from Aotearoa and
across the globe. October at Rialto Cinemas
www.showmeshorts.co.nz

Central Library Building
44 Lorne St, Auckland City
Phone 373 2761
Buy AFS membership online at
academycinemas.co.nz

2020 open to
the public!
10 titles, tickets $10
(members free)

The Insult • Ixcanul Volcano • Where is the Friend’s House? • And Life Goes On…
Through the Olive Trees • Merata: How Mum Decolonised the Screen • God’s
Own Country • I am Not a Witch • Capharnaüm • For My Father’s Kingdom

Auckland Film Society
2020 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
There are three ways to join. An AFS Supporter membership or Premier Card
membership gives you FREE entry to AFS screenings and lasts 12 months
from date of joining. Or check us out with a Sampler Card, for FREE entry to
any 3 AFS films, or to purchase full membership by instalments.
Please note that many screenings are open to members only, and censor’s
ratings apply. Full details of all membership benefits and discounts at
nzfilmsociety.org.nz/auckland
Fill in the membership form below or on our website and join by mail, or
join at the AFS desk in the cinema foyer before any AFS screening.
Or buy your AFS membership online at academycinemas.co.nz
Name
Address
Phone
Email
I wish to receive emails from Auckland Film Society. Please tick here.

Payment
Cheque

Visa

Mastercard

Cash

Cardholder Name
Credit Card No
Expiry Date
Cardholder Signature
AFS Supporter Member/s at $200

$

Premier Card Member/s at $180

$

Premier Card Member/s at $160** $
Sampler Card Member/s at $30/$25§ $

I wish to donate		

$

TOTAL payment		$
**  Discount price for Premier Card Members rejoining, film industry guild
members, Friends of the Film Archive, students and beneficiaries.
Please show ID or write membership number here:
§ Discount price valid for 1 x Sampler Card per person purchased by 14 July 2020
Post completed form with credit card details to Auckland Film Society, PO Box
5618, Wellesley St, Auckland 1141. Mark envelope “Freepost 1944” or help us
by attaching correct postage. Or bring this form to any AFS screening and join
at the AFS desk in the cinema foyer.

A POLAR YEAR

FRENCH CONNECTIONS
Classics from noir maestro Jean-Pierre Melville, and a
clutch of new documentaries
BOB LE FLAMBEUR

Jean-Pierre Melville | France | 1956 | DCP | PG
Bob is a thief with a code of honour and a perfect
plan to rob the casino in this crime classic. “Melville’s
drollest, most likeable gangster movie… Exceedingly
light on its feet” – Village Voice

LÉON MORIN, PRIEST
Léon Morin, prêtre

Jean-Pierre Melville | France | 1961 | DCP | PG sexual
references

Icons of the French New Wave, Jean-Paul Belmondo
and Emmanuelle Riva, star as a cleric and a
Communist drawn together through love. “A triumph
of mood, setting, and innuendo” – Criterion Collection
ARMY OF SHADOWS
L’armée des ombres

Jean-Pierre Melville | France | 1961 | DCP | M medium
level violence

Starring Lino Ventura and Simone Signoret, this
tale of the French Resistance during WWII “grips
tighter than a Gestapo handcuff… a film of noirish
compositions and fantastic cool.” – The Independent
A POLAR YEAR
Une année polaire

Samuel Collardey | France | 2018 | BR
Set amidst the dazzling, otherworldly landscapes of
Arctic Greenland, this richly human documentary,
about the unexpected bond between a Danish
teacher and an Inuit boy, celebrates our capacity for
cross-cultural connection.

THE STATE AGAINST
MANDELA AND
THE OTHERS
L’état contre Mandela
et les autres

Nicolas Champeaux & Gilles Porte | France | 2018
BR
Rare audio recordings alongside animated courtroom
sketches bring to life the Rivonia trial in this
enthralling account of a pivotal chapter in Mandela
and his co-defendants’ fight against apartheid.

I AM NOT A WITCH

YOUNG SOLITUDE
Premières solitudes

Claire Simon | France | 2018 | BR
A candid, collaborative group portrait of high
school students at a suburban Parisian school from
filmmaker Claire Simon forms a subtly radical model
for how young people deserve to be seen and heard.
French Connections screens in co-operation with the Institut
Français and the Embassy of France

CONTEMPORARY WORLD CINEMA
Recent highlights from film festivals around the world
I AM NOT A WITCH*

Rungano Nyoni | UK/Zambia | 2017 | BR | PG adult
themes

Set in Zambia, the birthplace of writer-director
Rungano Nyoni, this strange, engrossing feature
addresses the continuing marginalisation of ‘witches’
and the accusations against a nine-year-old girl.
IXCANUL VOLCANO*

Jayro Bustamante | Guatamala/France | 2015 | BR
M sex scenes, offensive language & nudity

Guatemala’s active Pacaya volcano is a symbol
of both ancient traditions and modern threats
in this absorbing, beautifully shot film about the
consequences of a peasant girl’s strategy to avoid an
arranged marriage.
THE MISEDUCATION OF
CAMERON POST

Desiree Akhavan | USA | 2018 | BR | M sex scenes, offensive
language & drug use

Chloë Grace Moretz delivers a heartbreaking and
nuanced performance as a queer teen shipped off to
a gay conversion camp in Desiree Akhavan’s touching
drama. Sundance Grand Jury Prize
GOD’S OWN COUNTRY*

Francis Lee | UK | 2017 | BR | R16 nudity, offensive language,
sexual material & content that may disturb

Set on the Yorkshire Dales where Francis Lee grew
up, this debut tells of a hard-drinking lad who keeps
his emotions in check until a handsome Romanian
immigrant comes to work on the family farm.

UP THE MOUNTAIN

UP THE MOUNTAIN
Huo shan

Zhang Yang | China | 2018 | DCP | tbc
This visually arresting film takes us to a mountaintop
village in China, where the simple rituals and
traditions of unhurried, everyday life are captured in
vibrant folk paintings.
Up the Mountain screens in co-operation with the Confucius
Institute, Victoria University of Wellington

MERATA: HOW MUM
DECOLONISED
THE SCREEN*

Heperi Mita | New Zealand | 2018 | DCP | Exempt
Merata Mita, pioneering Māori filmmaker and
international champion of women in indigenous film,
is celebrated by her youngest son, collaborating with
his siblings to deliver a richly personal portrait.

FOR MY FATHER'S
KINGDOM*

Vea Mafile’o, Jeremiah Tauamiti | New Zealand |
2019 | DCP | Exempt
This intimate documentary centres on the faith, love
and fatherhood of Saia Mafile’o. Having grown up in
Aotearoa, his adult children struggle to understand
his unmovable Tongan ways – that is, until Saia takes
them with him on a trip back to Tonga.

MIDDLE EAST CINEMA
Award-winners from the Middle East
CAPHARNAÜM*
Capernaum

Nadine Labaki | Lebanon | 2018 | BR | M violence,
offensive language & drug use

A runaway boy sues his parents for bringing him into
the world in this tale of against-the-odds resilience.
“Nadine Labaki’s journey through the slums of
Lebanon thrills with compassion and heart.” – Time Out
THE INSULT*
L’insulte

Ziad Doueiri | Lebanon | 2017 | BR | M violence, offensive
language & content that may offend

This courtroom drama springs from a bitter quarrel
between a mechanic and a construction foreman.
“A crackling legal thriller that boils down centuries of
Middle Eastern conflict into one reckless insult – and
lets the sparks fly.” – Rolling Stone

MODEL SHOP

CLASSIC & CULT
Visions of ’70s Italy and ’60s LA, plus the first film by an
African American woman ever released in US cinemas
MODEL SHOP

Jacques Demy | USA | 1969 | BR | tbc
The French maestro’s short tenure in Hollywood
produced this seldom seen feature starring Anouk
Aimée and Gary Lockwood as an architect facing the
draft. “One of the great movies about LA” – Time Out

THE SEDUCTION
OF MIMI
Mimi metallurgico ferito
nell’onore

Lina Wertmüller | Italy | 1972 | BR | R18
Wertmüller’s raucous comedy takes aim at her
country's corrupt government, compromised labour
leaders and the Neanderthal sexual politics of the
men in power, with uproarious results.

DAUGHTERS OF
THE DUST

Julie Dash| USA | 1991 | BR | PG
Set in 1902 as an African-American family prepares
to leave their island home for the mainland, this
groundbreaking debut remains urgent, poetic
and resonant, most recently inspiring Beyoncé’s
Lemonade.

Closing Night

AUCKLAND FILM SOCIETY FUNDRAISERS
Special extra public screenings – all tickets $20
SULLIVAN’S TRAVELS
Pre-season extra public
screening – tickets $20

THE BIG SLEEP
Post-season extra public
screening – tickets $20

Preston Sturges | USA | 1941 | BR | tbc
A Hollywood director sets out to find the real world
behind the tinsel. “Among the finest Hollywood
satires and a high-water mark in the career of one of
the industry’s most revered funnymen” – Criterion
Howard Hawks | USA | 1946 | BR | tbc
Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall ignite the
screen in this classic film noir adaptation of Raymond
Chandler’s first novel, in which he introduced private
eye Philip Marlowe.

taking you further into film

2020

nzfilmsociety.org.nz/auckland

